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EUR/USD fell to start offering negative trades below the downtrend 1.1030 

the pair is now trying to hold below the mentioned support to continue the 

negativity which makes us expect the negativity to continue to target1.0955 

as a first target and it may extend to 1.0880 by stabilizing below the first 

target Remind that if the bullish rebound And the breach of 1.1030 and 

stability above it so we will stop the bearish trend and we will head 

upwards to target the 1.1095 as a first bullish target  

 General trend: Bearish 

 

 

 

GBP/USD Presented significantly negative trades to break the downtrend 

at 1.3225 and touch the borders of the pivotal support at 1.3160 to keep the 

pair stuck between the aforementioned general trend-determining levels as 

breaking the mentioned support will extend the pair’s decline to target 

1.3160 as a first bearish target and may extend to 1.3060 with stability 

below the first target but if breaching the mentioned resistance level will 

motivate the pair towards more ascent to target 1.3280 as a first target and 

it may extend to  1.3335  by holding above the first target   

 General direction: Neutral 
 

 



USD/JPY Continues its positive impulses by steadily trading above the 

bullish trend at 121.05 to achieve its first positive target announced at 

121.40 The pair is now trying to stabilize above the target which makes us 

continue the bullish trend to target 121.80 as a first target and it may 

extend to 122.20 by stabilizing above the first target Remind that if the 

bearish rebound and break  121.05 and stability below it we will stop the 

bullish trend and we will head downwards to target   120.60 as a first 

bearish target 

 General trend: Bullish 

 

 

 

EUR/JPY Performance fluctuated even if it was in a narrow positive range 

as the pair was able to achieve a daily positive closing above the 

descending trend at 132.95 to achieve its previously announced positive 

target at 133.55 which makes us remain on the positive trading list to target 

134.10 as a first target and it may extend to 134.75 By stabilizing above the 

first target Remind that if the bearish rebound and break  132.60  and 

stability below it we will stop the bullish trend and we will head down to 

target the 131.95 level as a first bearish target 

 General trend: Bullish 

 

  

 



 

 

GBP/JPY Bounced lower but managed to close the daily steadily above 

159.20 and the pair was able to breach at 160.10 and is trying to hold above 

it now to continue the bullish trend which makes us expect the bullish 

trend to continue provided the mentioned levels remain stable targeting 

161.20 as a first target and it may extend to 162.10 by holding above The 

first target   Remind that if the bearish rebound and break 159.20 and 

stability below it we will stop the bullish trend and we will head down to 

target 158.25 as a first bearish target  

General trend: Bullish 

 

 

 

USD/CAD Still showing sideways trading as the pair is still stuck between 

the levels to determine the general trend represented by the pivotal support 

at 1.2560 and the resistance at 1.2610 The pair’s behavior should be 

monitored with those mentioned levels as breaking the mentioned support 

and stability below it will extend the pair’s decline to target 1.2490 as a first 

target and it may extend to 1.2440 by stabilizing below the first target but if 

the bullish rebound and breaching at 1.2610 and stability above it we will 

head upwards to target 1.2710 as a target first   

General direction: Neutral 

 



 

Gold Rise to show some positive trading as it was able to breach at 

1926.90 and hold above it by  daily closing to achieve its first positive 

target at   1940.10 which makes us expect the bullish trend to continue in 

the near term and for the moment by stability above the mentioned target 

to target the 1949.70 as a first target and it may extend to  1968.40  by 

holding above The first target   Remind that if the bearish rebound and 

break 1926.90 and stability below it we will stop the bullish trend and we 

will head down to target  1916.40 as a first bearish target  

 General trend: Bullish 

 

 

 

CRUED Oil Rushed upwards due to the stability of trades above 110.60 to 

achieve the positive targets reaching to115.90 before rebounding now to 

the downside to gain the bullish momentum to continue rising again which 

makes us expect the positivity to continue during the period to target  

117.04  as a first target and it may extend to  119.60 by holding above the 

first target Remind that if the bearish rebound and the breach of  110.60 

and stability below it we will stop the bullish trend and will head down to 

target the 107.40  as a first bearish target  

 General trend: Bullish 

 

 



 

 


